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Interative Tools for Construting and Browsing Struturesfor Movie Films 1 2Riad Hammoud and Roger MohrMOVI-INRIA Rhône-Alpes and GRAVIR-CNRS655 avenue de l'Europe, 38330 Montbonnot Saint Martin, FRANCEriad.hammoud�inrialpes.fr8th ACM International Conferene on Multimedia, pages 497-498 (Demo session)November 2000Abstrat: This paper presents a prototype for onstruting, browsing and using struturesfor movie �lms based on ontent image analysis only. The goal of the struturing is to failitatethe user's aess to the video ontent (non-linear navigation, et.). Our prototype provides for the\editor user" advaned tools for struturing the video at its low-level (e.g. shots, key-frames) andhigh-level strutures (e.g. groups of objets, senes). Also, it provides for the \end user" exibleinterfaes for browsing and using onstruted video strutures.Against the previous version of this prototype [1℄, we mainly improved the mathing and thelustering of segmented objets. Also, onstruting and browsing the high-level sene struture arenow available.1 Construting struturesFigures 1 and 2 illustrate the system designed for building shots, lusters and senesstrutures. It is developed in C++/Ilog-Views and portable under Unix and Linux. Inthe following, we briey list its main funtionalities. Some modules whih implement thesefuntionalities are not ompletely integrated in the system.I Basi segmentation. The partitioning into shots is done �rstly using the dominantmotion approah. The estimated motion is then used to loalize and trak mobile objetswithin shots [2℄ (�gure 1 -bottom). The stati objets are manually segmented and traked.I Charaterizing and mathing individual objets. Individual ourrenes oftraked objets are haraterized by three di�erent features: global olor histograms, olororrelograms and loal di�erential invariants. The mathing proess of individual objetsis performed on eah desriptor separately. A linear fusion of the mathing results isadopted when multiple desriptors are used. The weight of eah desriptor is �xed bythe \editor user" whih deides the importane of eah desriptor (for example, for thissequene olors are more disriminant than geometri informations).I Charaterizing of traked objets. Due to the variable appearane of objetsduring traking and the aquisition in poorly onstrained dynami senes, the mathingof individual objets using lassial features gives poor results. In order to inrease therobustness of existing features, we use the Gaussian mixture densities to model the intra-shot variability of eah traked objet [6℄.1This work is supported by Alatel CRC Grant Alatel-Inria No. 198G098.2Demos of this work are available at http://www.inrialpes.fr/movi/people/Hammoud/1
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I Clustering of objets. Both supervised and unsupervised lustering of objetsare implemented (�gure 2). (1) The user selets by the mouse some traked objets, on-siders them as \models" or lasses, and then assigns to them all other objets. Currently,this tehnique is appliable only on modeled traked objets in the olor histogram fea-ture spae where the mixture lassi�er is used to identify lasses of individual objets.(2) To avoid a manual seletion of \objet models", the Asendant Hierarhial Classi-�ation algorithm is used to automatially identify lusters of objets based on di�erentimplemented desriptors. The unsupervised lassi�ation based on estimated Gaussianmixtures for traked objets gives good results [5℄. The module of this method is not yetintegrated in the system.I User in the loop. Pratially, it is very diÆult to perform a perfet lusteringof this kind of noisy data (olusions, illumination hanges, et). The system providessome interative tools to orret the results of the automati lustering: (1) selet/browselusters at di�erent levels of the hierarhy, (2) Drag a badly lassi�ed objet and Drop itinto another luster or a new one.
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inter-shots linkFigure 2: System for onstruting video strutures : grouping traked objets into lustersI key-frames extration. A Key-frame is an existing frame whih an represent3



the whole set or a subset of frames of the shot. Usually eah shot is represented by onlythe �rst frame. In general shots are dynami, so a single key-frame is not suÆient torepresent e�etively the ontent. The modeling of appearanes of a traked objet onsistsin grouping similar views together. An eÆient tehnique is to selet from eah group ofsimilar views the median image as a key-frame (see [5℄).I Senes extration. A video sene is de�ned as a olletion of semantially relatedand temporally adjaent shots, depiting and onveying a high-level onept or story. Ourapproah to extrat senes is an extension of the method of [3℄. The method onsists �rstlyin grouping similar shots, of the same prede�ned temporal window and the same \narrativesequene", into lusters, then exploring the temporal graph of lusters to extrat senes.The temporal relations of Allen (meets, before, ...) are used to onnet the nodes of thegraph. A sene is formed by merging nodes (lusters) of a sub-graph, whih does notontain a temporal relation of type \meets" that an disonnet it into two other sub-graphs. The extension of this method is done at the lustering stage. Three desriptorsare used to math similar shots represented by key-frames: histograms, orrelograms andthe number of similar objets in two ompared shots. On eah desriptor the hierarhiallassi�ation algorithm is performed where the number of lusters is determined using aprede�ned threshold. Eah one of these desriptors summarizes di�erently the ontent ofa shot. So, the obtained lusters by di�erent desriptors are not neessarily similar. Adistane that measures the intersetion between two lusters of two di�erent desriptors isomputed. Here the goal is to dedue from the three sets of lusters only one set. Basedon this, we onstrut the temporal graph of lusters from whih the senes are extratedas explained previously. The experimental results depit in [4℄ shown the performane ofthis extended method against its original form. The related modules to this funtionalityare in the ourse of being integrated into this system.2 Browsing and using struturesOne the onstruting strutures for a movie �lm is ahieved, the \end-user" has the abilityto explore the ontent of the �lm in a new way. The luster struture de�nes in the movie�lm links between objets. At this level, the end-user liks an objet of interest (ator,ar, ...), jumps to its next or previous ourrene in the �lm, plays the orresponding shot,plays the orresponding ation, disovers a related WWW link, et. The sene strutureallows the end user to aess the video doument as a book (with a table of ontents).Eah sene desribes a story or ation of the �lm.Figure 3 illustrates the end-user interfae for browsing and navigation in the di�erentstruture level of the movie �lm. This interfae is developed in Java in order to be usedon di�erent user platforms. The next version of this appliation will be aessible on theWorld Wide Web.
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Figure 3: End-user system for browsing video strutures : (top) browsing lusters, (bot-tom) browsing senes. 5
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